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                            Yeh Massey Hai

                            Yeh Massey Hai is an effort to establish Massey’s superiority in various operations and with varied implements. This is amplified through compelling storytelling and in each instance, the technologies that make a difference, are explained convincingly. 
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                            Sunil & Anil – The expert and the learner

                            The stories are set in every village in India and touch the life of every farmer. The stories showcase Massey’s pioneering technologies which are
                                designed to open up a whole new world of growth and productivity for farmers all over India.
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                            Two farmers, Sunil and Anil take us through situations that connect with Massey’s unmatched performance with a host of tractor and implements. Sunil is the tractor expert and demonstrates the power of Massey tractors to Anil.

                            Come, discover why baaki sab sirf tractor hai, yeh Massey hai. 

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            MASSEY MAKES A FINE DIFFERENCE WITH ROTAVATORS
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                            It’s lunch time on a warm afternoon. Responding to Anil who praises the soft rotis, Sunil tells him that the fineness of wheat flour makes all the difference. This makes Anil wonder if farmers could also get fine soil...

                            Read more...
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                             A poet, a harvester and Massey 
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                            The sun is just rising. The mood is soft and the poet in Sunil is raring to go. The mood is shattered when an agitated Anil explains that workis held up because the crop is wet.

                            Read more...
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                                 MASSEY AND COMBINE HARVESTER

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Massey changes the colour of soil with a plough
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                            Strolling by a field, Anil wonders about the variation in colour of two adjacent fields and the large number of birds in one of them. Sunil says ‘Massey must be at work’...

                            Read more...
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                            MASSEY & POWER HARROW TACKLE HARD SOIL 
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                            The first walnut breaks easily. The second is a tough nut to crack for Anil. Helping him with a nut cracker, Sunil says tough problems need the right implement. Not to be outdone Anil shows him a hard patch...

                            Read more...
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                                 MASSEY AND POWER HARROW

                            

                        

                    


                

                
                    
                        
                            Massey and the champion loader
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                            In a weight lifting contest, the first participant loses immediately while the other lifts the weight easily. An excited Sunil compares him to a Massey tractor leaving Anil puzzled...

                            Read more...
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                            Massey, trolley and better technology 
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                             A young man with a heavy load struggling to climb a slope is helped by Anil but to no avail. Sunil joins the effort and manages to pull up the man. Irritated, Sunil asks Anil if he thinks he isMassey...

                            Read more...
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                                 MASSEY AND TROLLERY
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                            Hard soil meets its match in the Massey 
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